Literature terms
- All lit terms since midterm exam

Poetry
- Nothing beyond lit. terms

Oedipus Rex
- HW questions

Macbeth
- Quiz questions
- Short essay questions (choose 1)
  - Characterize the relationship between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. If the main theme of Macbeth is ambition, whose ambition is the driving force of the play – Macbeth’s, Lady Macbeth’s, or both? Use information from the play to support your answer.
  - At first, this play seems to present extreme gender stereotypes to depict the nature of masculinity and femininity. How does Macduff’s reception of the news that his family has been slain challenge those stereotypes? Be as specific as possible.

Glass Menagerie
- Short essay questions (choose 1)
  - How does this play seem to regard the American Dream, the fantasy that individuals can achieve affluence and happiness through hard work and self-reliance? Be as specific as possible with your support from the text.
  - The Glass Menagerie is a “memory play,” told from Tom’s perspective. Point out the non-naturalistic elements of this play. What effect do they have on the narrative? How do they help establish the play’s tone?